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VAL DI FIEMME IN WHITE WELCOMED
FIS INSPECTION AND FORUM NORDICUM

FIS 9th Meeting of the Coordination Group last Monday 
Forum Nordicum from Tuesday with 150 international journalists
Four months to the World Championships and Val di Fiemme counts down the days
The exhibition Ski Past opened on Monday night


Last Monday the ninth FIS Inspection took place in Val di Fiemme, the hosting place for the 2013 Nordic World Ski Championships (20 Feb – 3 Mar). ‘We basically have no questions to ask, it means that your report sounds simply perfect’. FIS President Gian Franco Kasper and the rest of the FIS team carefully listened to the detailed presentation by the Fiemme 2013 OC and once again congratulated them all on the work done up to now. Sport director Cristina Bellante informed that the renewed courses and tracks inside the XC Stadium will be soon homologated, while secretary general Angelo Corradini underlined the fact that the volunteer team and staff is already in full force, ready to the world event. 
On Tuesday morning the alpine valley in Northern Italy offered a breath-taking view to all the guests and FIS members gathered in Cavalese for the Forum Nordicum 2012. During the night, the mountains surrounding the valley whitened with fresh snow and the atmosphere was perfect for a meeting about Nordic sports. 
Around 150 journalists and media people from all over the continent and outside Europe took part at the Forum and the first to take the floor were FIS President Kasper and Secretary General Sarah Lewis. 
‘The dynamism and the enthusiasm Val di Fiemme has been showing so far are unique’, said Lewis. ‘This team is well equipped for the future, not only for the World Championships in 2013, but also for the Nordic Junior World Championships and the Roller Skiing Championships taking place in 2014 and 2015, plus the Universiade scheduled at the end of 2013’. 
In January 2009 FIS President Kasper received honorary citizenship from the city of Cavalese, and he also pointed out how the Fiemme 2013 Team excellently handled all the recent situations on the way to the next World Championships. ‘People here are brilliant’, Kasper said, ‘this very young team keeps coming up with new bright ideas, especially from a promotional point of view. They’ve grown so much from the first World Championships hosted in 1991. They put a lot of energy in everything they do. It’s a total commitment of time and efforts, which in my opinion means great passion for sports and for this valley as a whole. The Worlds will certainly be a sensational event with loads of spectators in the stadiums.’
Concerning this, director of communication Bruno Felicetti said that over 40.000 tickets have already been sold and this ‘is certainly a good start’, he added, ‘considering that Val di Fiemme cannot be compared with Scandinavian countries.’ The wishing goal is to have sold out events, and, as famous proverb says, a good beginning makes a good ending.
All FIS Directors for Nordic sports took part at the Forum Nordicum 2012, and everyone expressed words of appreciation for the Fiemme 2013 OC. Pierre Mignerey (cross-country), Lasse Ottesen (Nordic combined), Walter Hofer and Chika Yoshida (men and women ski jumping) all agreed that next World Championships will be outstanding.
On Monday night, FIS members and media people attended the preview of the ‘Ski Past’ exhibition at Le Gallerie space in Trento. The repurposed highway tunnels (a museum since 2007) go through the long and intense history of cross country skiing and Nordic sports in particular, with a focus on the Alps and Italy’s Val di Fiemme. Mountain equipments, historical objects and various items related to sport and winter activities (boots, skis, poles, clothing etcetera) tell a fantastic story that characterised this region over the past century up to now. High-tech and video installations, pictures, medals and trophies, and a detailed time-line of Nordic sports history, from the first Winter Olympics in Chamonix in 1924 until the 2013 Nordic World Ski Championships in Val di Fiemme, fully cover the exhibit space. The exhibition will run until 30 June 2013 and then move from Trento to Val di Fiemme.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com

